Telehealth and Home Telemonitoring Literature Review
A Model of Evidence-Based Structures, Processes, and Outcomes

Structures

- Implement organizational/governmental TH/TM regulations, standards, guidelines, and policies
  - Ethical Guidelines
  - FDA 2015 Regulations of Mobile Health Technology
  - American Telemedicine Association Core Standards for Telemedicine Operations
  - American Telemedicine Association Home Telehealth Clinical Guidelines
  - California Medical Association CMA ON-CALL #3300 January 2015 – Telehealth
  - National Council of State Boards of Nursing Licensure Telehealth Policy
  - NCSBN Position Paper
  - NCSBN Policy Outline
  - American Telemedicine Association Core Standards for Telehealth Operations
  - FDA 2015 Regulations of Mobile Health Technology
  - Ethical Guidelines

- Maintain the iterative TM cycle between patient self-monitoring, data transmission, and data analysis, with feedback to patient
  - Timeliness
  - Timely communication and care coordination
  - Shared decision making and appropriate use of services

- Telehealth (TM) Education/Training
  - Live
  - Virtual

- Disease specific materials tailored to patient
  - Therapy
  - TM curriculum/modules

- Staff competency testing

Processes

- Implement organizational/governmental TH/TM regulations, standards, guidelines, and policies
  - Ethical Guidelines
  - FDA 2015 Regulations of Mobile Health Technology
  - American Telemedicine Association Core Standards for Telemedicine Operations
  - American Telemedicine Association Home Telehealth Clinical Guidelines
  - California Medical Association CMA ON-CALL #3300 January 2015 – Telehealth
  - National Council of State Boards of Nursing Licensure Telehealth Policy
  - NCSBN Position Paper
  - NCSBN Policy Outline
  - American Telemedicine Association Core Standards for Telehealth Operations
  - FDA 2015 Regulations of Mobile Health Technology
  - Ethical Guidelines

- Maintain the iterative TM cycle between patient self-monitoring, data transmission, and data analysis, with feedback to patient
  - Timeliness
  - Timely communication and care coordination
  - Shared decision making and appropriate use of services

- Telehealth (TM) Education/Training
  - Live
  - Virtual

- Disease specific materials tailored to patient
  - Therapy
  - TM curriculum/modules

- Staff competency testing

Identified Outcomes

- Utilization Management
  - Hospitalization
  - All-cause + Disease specific admission
  - Re-hospitalization
  - Length of hospital stay
  - Emergency room visits
  - Outpatient clinic visits

- Quality and Patient Safety
  - All-cause mortality
  - Stroke event timing
  - Mood tracking, cognitive training, controlled stress response (PTSD)

- Patient Population Specific
  - Photographic imagery
  - Retinopathy screening
  - Diabetic foot imaging
  - Health Knowledge
  - Self-care actions/management
  - Medication usage/adherence

- Health related quality of life
  - Symptom severity and/or functional performance
  - Health related quality of life

- Physiological status
  - BP
  - Heart rate
  - Weight/BMI
  - O2 saturation

- Feasibility Study Outcomes
  - Actual vital signs transmitted versus expected transmissions
  - Adherence/compliance with TM as a whole
  - Patient perceptions and satisfaction with services
  - Number of calls and/or number of interventions

- Business Related Costs
  - Equipment and Installation
  - Wages

- Staff to monitor, consult and provide consultation to TM
- Decreased emergency department/clinic visits, hospital admissions

TH: Telehealth  TM: Telemonitoring
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Purpose/intended Audience

Because we want everyone in our communities to have the healthiest lives possible, we are making our evidence reviews available to the communities we serve to help Californians and others lead healthier lives.

Integrative reviews and evidence summaries are provided as a community service for reference purposes only, and must be used only as specified in this disclaimer. These documents are intended for use by clinicians. If you are not a clinician and are reading these documents, you should understand that the information presented is intended and designed for use by those with experience and training in managing healthcare conditions. If you have questions about them, you should seek assistance from your clinician. The information contained in the evidence reviews is not intended to constitute the practice of medicine or nursing, including telemedicine or advice nursing.

Limitations On Use

These documents have been developed to assist clinicians by providing an analytical framework for the effective evaluation and treatment of selected common problems encountered in patients. These documents are not intended to establish a protocol for all patients with a particular condition. While evidence reviews provide one approach to evaluating a problem, clinical conditions may vary significantly from individual to individual. Therefore, clinicians must exercise independent professional judgment and make decisions based upon the situation presented.

Kaiser Permanente's documents were created using an evidence-based process; however, the strength of the evidence supporting these documents differs. Because there may be differing yet reasonable interpretations of the same evidence, it is likely that more than one viewpoint on any given healthcare condition exists. Many reviews will include a range of recommendations consistent with the existing state of the evidence.

All of the Kaiser Permanente integrative reviews and evidence summaries were developed from published research and non-research evidence and do not necessarily represent the views of all clinicians in Kaiser Permanente. These documents may also include recommendations that differ from certain federal or state health care mandates.

Intellectual Property Rights

Unless stated otherwise, all of these materials are protected by copyright and should not be reproduced or altered without express written permission from Kaiser Permanente. Permission is granted to view and use these documents on single personal computers for private use within your hospital or hospital system. No portion of these materials in any form may be distributed, licensed, sold or otherwise transferred to others.

The organizations within Kaiser Permanente retain all worldwide rights, title and interest in and to the documents provided (including, but not limited to, ownership of all copyrights and other intellectual property rights therein), as well as all rights, title and interest in and to their trademarks, service marks and trade names worldwide, including any goodwill associated therewith.
No Endorsement or Promotional Use

Any reference in these documents to a specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, or manufacturer, does not constitute or imply an endorsement or recommendation by Kaiser Permanente. The views and opinions expressed in these documents may not be used for any advertising, promotional, or product endorsement purposes.

Disclaimer of All Warranties and Liabilities

Finally, although Kaiser Permanente believes that all of the information provided in its documents is accurate, specific recommendations derive from combining the best available evidence. Although we have sought to ensure that the documents accurately and fully reflect our view of the appropriate combination of evidence at the time of initial publication, we cannot anticipate changes and take no responsibility or assume any legal liability for the continued currency of the information or for the manner in which any person who references them may apply them to any particular patient. Kaiser Permanente does not assume any legal liability or responsibility for the completeness, clinical efficacy or value of any apparatus, product, or process described or referenced in the documents. We make no warranties regarding errors or omissions and assume no responsibility or liability for loss or damage resulting from the use of these documents.